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ABSTRACT

We outline LBCS (the LOFAR Long-Baseline Calibrator Survey), whose aim is to identify sources suitable for calibrating the highest-resolution observations made with the International LOFAR Telescope, which include baselines >1000 km. Suitable sources must contain significant correlated flux density (\(\gtrsim\) 50 – 100 mJy) at frequencies around 110–190 MHz on scales of a few hundred milliarcseconds. At least for the 200–300-km international baselines, we find around 1 suitable calibrator source per square degree. Products of the survey include calibrator source lists and fringe-rate and delay maps of wide areas – typically a few degrees – around each source. The density of sources with significant correlated flux declines noticeably with baseline length over the range 200–600 km, with good calibrators on the longest baselines appearing only at the rate of 0.5 per square degree. Coherence times decrease from 1–3 minutes on 200-km baselines to about 1 minute on 600-km baselines, suggesting that ionospheric phase variations contain components with scales of a few hundred kilometres. The longest median coherence time, at just over 3 minutes, is seen on the DE609 baseline, which at 227 km is close to the shortest. We measure median coherence times of between 80 and 110 seconds on the four longest baselines (580–600 km), and about 2 minutes for the other baselines. The success of phase transfer from calibrator to target is shown to be influenced by distance, in a manner that suggests a coherence patch at 150-MHz of the order of 1 degree. Although source structures cannot be measured in these observations, the success of phase transfer is affected if the calibrator structure is not known. We give suggestions for calibration strategies and choice of calibrator sources, and describe the access to the online catalogue and data products.
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1. Introduction

Calibration of effects due to the Earth’s atmosphere is a crucial part of imaging with radio interferometers. At low radio frequencies, of a few hundred Megahertz (MHz) or less, the dispersive effect of the Earth’s ionosphere is the principal propagation effect that corrupts the interferometric visibility data. It does this by imposing a rapidly-varying corrugation in the wavefront, that along a given line of sight can vary by a radian or more on a timescale of minutes. If this effect is not removed, each baseline of the interferometer will contain a phase term that varies randomly on a short timescale, and the phase coherence needed to form fringes of astronomical objects will be lost. To achieve this coherence, a calibrator source must be observed, whose structure is known, that is bright enough to allow the propagation effects to be solved for, and that is close enough to the target on the sky to be subject to (approximately) the same propagation effects as the target.

The LOFAR telescope [van Haarlem et al., 2013] consists of 40 stations within the Netherlands (24 “core stations” close to the centre of the array in Exloo and 16 “remote stations” further away), six stations in Germany (Unterweilenbach, Potsdam, Eifelberg, Jülich, Tautenburg, and Norderstedt), and one each in the UK, France and Sweden (respectively at Chilbolton, Nancay and Ousala). Three stations (Lazy, Baldy and Borowiec) in Poland are also now coming into operation, and a further station at Birr in Ireland is to be constructed. Each station consists of two antenna arrays, a Low-Band Array (LBA) covering the wavelength range 30–90 MHz, and a High-Band Array (HBA) covering 110–240 MHz. The core stations may be combined by insertion of phase offsets into
This phase of the LBCS observations. Excluding the Polish stations, which were not used in the likely behaviour of correlated flux as a function of baseline length (which ranges from 200 km to over 1000 km) in observations with the LOFAR array.

In principle an observed field can be searched for calibrators by averaging a large dataset repeatedly around different positions, corresponding to possible calibrator sources, but this is time-consuming and awkward. Once the Polish stations join the array, it will be difficult to carry out such procedures because the usable field of view provided by the pre-averaged LOFAR time and frequency resolution will shrink, making it unlikely that a randomly selected pointing will contain a good calibrator. It is therefore necessary to find the calibrators, in order that any observation can be calibrated using a separate beam on a source known to have compact structure.

A pilot calibrator survey was carried out by Moldón et al. (2015). They studied a small area (approximately 100 square degrees) of sky, using four-minute exposures with 30 beams formed simultaneously on 30 different sources chosen from the 74-MHz VLA Low-frequency Sky Survey (VLSS; Cohen et al., 2007; Lane et al., 2014) and the 327-MHz Westerbork Northern Sky Survey (WENSS; Rengelink et al., 1997). Sources were processed using standard LOFAR long-baseline analysis routines, and fringe-fitted to determine the baselines on which source structure was visible. The density of usable calibrators was estimated to be about 1 source per square degree, resulting in about 100 good calibrators being found over a small area of sky. As will be argued later (Section 4) this is sufficient for good phase calibration of most target sources.

This paper reports on a programme which builds on the work of Moldón et al. (2015), with the intention of extending the search for LOFAR long-baseline calibrators to the whole northern sky. In Section 2 we describe the survey and the selection process. In Section 3 we outline the methods used to process the data and discuss the survey products. In Section 4 we discuss the implications of the LBCS results for phase and delay coherence on long LOFAR baselines. In Section 5 we recommend calibration procedures for future observations with the long baselines of LOFAR, summarise

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Baseline length/km</th>
<th>Number of baselines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1600</td>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Distribution of LOFAR international array baseline lengths.
the work and present the conclusions. We present the form of the survey data products in Appendix A.

2. Survey selection and observations

2.1. Selection

Our source selection in the region north of 30°N uses three surveys. The first two surveys are the 74-MHz VLSS (where we use the improved “redux” processing; Lane et al., 2014) and 327-MHz WENSS (Rengelink et al., 1997). The third survey is the Multi-frequency Snapshot Sky Survey (MSSS: Heald et al., 2015, Heald et al., 2016, in preparation) which was conducted with the LOFAR HBA, but with lower resolution, at 120-160 MHz. Where this was available, it was used to provide additional information for spectral index selection. Recently, the first alternative data release for the TIFR GMRT Sky Survey (ADR1 of the TGSS: Intema et al., 2016) was made; like MSSS, this provides information at ~150 MHz. ADR1 of TGSS was not available at the time of scheduling and data reduction for the information presented in this paper; we plan to make use of it in the future.

The basic LBCS sample above 30°N consists of all WENSS sources which are identified as single in the WENSS catalogue, and which lie within 30° of a source in either MSSS (in the region 7-17h and declination 30°-60°) or VLSS. There are 30686 such sources. In order to prioritise the observations, we note that Moldón et al. (2015) investigated the fraction of good calibrators as a function of a number of source properties. They found that the main predictors for compact structure were a high total WENSS flux density, and a flat low-frequency spectrum; neither finding was unexpected, since compact and total flux density would be expected to correlate, and flat spectra in general indicate the presence of small, self-absorbed radio core structure. However, flat spectra at high (GHz) frequencies were not good predictors of compact structure. Again this is easily understandable, in that the classic GHz core-dominated sources have lower-frequency spectral turnovers due to the onset of synchrotron self-absorption, and their flux density decreases (in theory as \(\nu^{-5/2}\), although in practice less steeply) towards lower frequency. We nevertheless include GHz VLBI calibrators, in the form of the NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS; Condon et al., 1998). In this case, we demand that the NVSS source be unresolved, to give the maximum chance that a significant fraction of the flux density is in compact structure. This is by no means guaranteed, however, since the resolution of NVSS is 45\(\arcsec\), a factor of 100 greater than the scale on which we are looking for compact structure. It is therefore likely that the LBCS search observations already made will be less efficient in the southern part of the sample. Future observations to complete LBCS will be able to make use of TGSS or MSSS, which will compensate for the lack of WENSS information. If necessary, we will conduct a second campaign to improve the density of the calibrator grid south of 30°N using MSSS or TGSS data to identify additional candidate sources.

2.2. Observations

Observations were conducted on a number of occasions during 2014–2015, which are listed in Table 1. Observations were conducted with the High Band Array (HBA) in the HBA DUAL-INNER mode. Each observation consisted of a six-minute cycle including one minute on a calibrator and three minutes of observation of targets, the remainder being setup time in between observations. The calibrator, normally 3C 196 or 3C 295, was used for phasing of the core stations (Section 3). The target observations consisted of 30 separate beams, pointed at different sources in the sample. When observing in 8-bit mode, LOFAR has a total available bandwidth of 96 MHz, divided into 488 sub-bands of width 0.195 MHz. In our observing setup, each beam consisted of 16 such sub-bands spanning the frequency range 139-142 MHz, with each sub-band divided into 64 channels. The observing parameters are summarised in Table 2.

Because a separate station beam is formed on each source, we enjoyed considerable freedom in selecting sources across the sky for any individual group of 30 beams. However, the analogue tile beam-forming used for the LOFAR HBA system does impose a “tile” beam response with approximate full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 30°. In practice, the beams were allocated such that the sources in any group of 30 observations lay within a radius of 5° of the centre of the tile beam, well within the tile beam half-power point. The calibrator observations were not simultaneous with the target observations, because the calibrators usually lay outside the tile beam.

In the two sets of observations taken in March and April 2015, six hours’ worth of observations were repeated to assess the effect of different observing conditions, principally different ionospheric conditions but also to check for any variations of data quality at different times.
Table 1. Observation log. All stations (DE601 = Effelsberg, DE602 = Unterweilenbach, DE603 = Tautenburg, DE604 = Potsdam, DE605 = Jülich, FR606 = Nançay, SE607 = Onsala, UK608 = Chilbolton, DE609 = Norderstedt) were used unless otherwise stated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observation date</th>
<th>No. of sources</th>
<th>Stations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2014 Dec 18</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>Not DE604, UK608, DE609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 Mar 8-14</td>
<td>1437</td>
<td>All stations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 Apr 2-7</td>
<td>6478</td>
<td>All stations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 Sep 28-Oct 2</td>
<td>5616</td>
<td>All stations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 Nov 12-15</td>
<td>1184</td>
<td>All stations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Observational parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Array</td>
<td>LOFAR HBA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configuration</td>
<td>DUAL_INNER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>139-142 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth per source</td>
<td>3 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration time per source</td>
<td>3 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sources per observation</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Data processing and survey products

3.1. Data pre-processing

The long-baseline pre-processing pipeline, developed by the LOFAR Long-Baseline Working Group and implemented by the Radio Observatory, was used to pre-process the data. This followed the procedure used by Moldón et al. (2015). Briefly, station gains were first solved for the Dutch stations using the BlackBoard Selfcalibration software (bbs, Pandey et al. 2009) using a 1 minute scan on a “primary” calibrator (a primary calibrator scan was made in between every 3-minute target scan), before the core stations were combined to form a tied station, denoted ST001. In principle this should give a sensitivity equal to the combined stations forming the tied station, assuming uncorrelated noise and perfect phase calibration. In practice, the sensitivity achieved on baselines to ST001 was typically equivalent to about 3-5 core stations; since international stations are four times larger than core stations, this gives us in effect an extra international-sized station, while reducing the overall size of the dataset compared to using core stations separately. In some datasets we experimented with forming a second tied station, ST002, using the stations in the island (known as the superterp) in the centre of the core (stations CS002-CS007). Baselines to this station have a reduced sensitivity compared to ST001, but a wider field of view. The “primary” calibrator was a bright, arcsecond-scale source such as (depending on hour angle) 3C48, 3C196, 3C295 or 3C380. Calibration solutions were performed and applied to the data using the bbs calibration routine, and the station addition was performed using the New Default Pre-Processing Pipeline (NDPPP). A priori station beam models were applied in bbs before solutions were derived.

The corrected data, with the addition of the tied station(s), were then converted to circular polarization as described by Varenius et al. (2015) and Moldón et al. (2015). This process means that Faraday rotation effects appear as a L-R phase difference, rather than shifting power from the parallel to the cross-hand linear polarisation products. The datafiles were then converted to FITS format, and all baselines to core stations, together with those to remote stations <20 km from the core, were removed to save disk space. The compressed dataset, after this removal, contains only the tied station, the remaining Dutch remote stations and the international stations. Finally, the dataset, averaged to 2 second time resolution and 4 channels per subband, was combined into a single intermediate frequency (IF) band with 64 channels each of 48.9 kHz width at 140 MHz (4 channels per subband × 16 subbands per source). The time and frequency resolutions of this averaged dataset correspond to unsmearred fields of view of about 1° and 0.5°, respectively, beyond which fluxes of sources away from the observed source will be significantly reduced. The resulting datasets, comprising about 70 Mbytes per source, were read into the NRAO Astronomical Image Processing System, (AIPS)² for further analysis.

3.2. Fringe fitting

Each pre-processed dataset consists of about 90 visibilities per baseline, each with 64 frequency channels. If the source consists of an unresolved point at the phase centre, the data consist of a uniform amplitude and zero phase on all visibilities. However, extra delays may impose a slope in the phase of the visibilities as a function of frequency, and varying phases impose a gradient of phase with time. Delays may be due to clock offsets between stations, which give a constant time delay as a function of frequency, or to the ionosphere, in which case the delay increases with decreasing frequency. Ionospheric phase variations are clearly seen in all datasets, and can give phase gradients of a radian per minute, or more. Finally, an offset of the source from the phase centre can result in a gradient in both phase and delay, depending on the geometry of the baseline.

The AIPS program FRING was used to find the global fringe solution for each dataset. This program forms solutions by comparing the data with a model, which was initially taken as a point source in each case. The program solves for delay, rate (first derivative of the phase in the time direction) and phase, and also gives an indication of the signal-to-noise of each solution. Rates can occur if, for example, the clocks drift with time. We set a delay search window of 500 ns, and a rate window of 5 mHz. We use a 6-second solution interval, enabling us to track non-linear variations of the visibility phase with time on sub-minute timescales if present. A source with strong compact structure will give a solution for both delay and phase with low scatter for any particular station, and will fail to give solutions, or give noisy solutions, if little flux density is seen on baselines to that station. An alternative method of assessing the level of structure is to take, for each station, the data on the baseline between it and the tied station, and Fourier transform it. The resulting 2-D image should contain a single bright point source if the source is compact on

² AIPS is distributed by the US National Radio Astronomy Observatory, www.nrao.edu.
the spatial scale corresponding to that baseline. We discuss this further below.

For our measure of phase scatter, we consider the phase solutions on each baseline. The solution should be a smooth function of time, corresponding to atmospheric phase variations. We take this function, unwinding $2\pi$ phase differences between points where necessary, and compare the variation on the L polarization with that on the R polarization. Subtracting these should give a constant in the limit of high signal-to-noise, which is not zero due to Faraday rotation combined with the conversion from linear to circular polarization. We take the scatter of this difference as the basic goodness statistic in phase (Fig. 2). A similar procedure gives a goodness statistic in delay. These two quantities are plotted in Fig. 2 (left panel), and are used throughout the rest of the paper, and in the LBCS database, to define the quality of the calibrator for any of the baselines to the phased core station. It is clear that a set of high signal-to-noise solutions, corresponding to low phase and delay scatter, is seen for a population of source–baseline pairs labelled “P” on the diagram, and sources on particular baselines which do not have significant correlated flux density appear in a separate region (“X”) of the diagram, characterised by high delay and phase scatter corresponding to essentially random visibilities. In between is an area of sources “S” which are weakly detected. The remaining parts of the diagram are dominated by a small number of sources “D” where there are identified problems with the data, or where a neighbouring source within the field is confusing the delay and phase fits. Users should consult the supplementary information in such cases. It is very common for sources to appear as “P” on short baselines such as those between ST001 and DE601, DE605 and DE609 which are relatively close to the Dutch border. Considerably fewer sources give clear detections on the more remote stations, particularly UK608 and SE607. This already indicates that many sources become resolved at HBA frequencies at resolutions of about $0.5''$. We do not assign a statistic to each source overall; users should determine appropriate calibrators based on the requirements corresponding to the range of baselines in any particular observation.

We note that Moldón et al. (2015) used a slightly different statistic, related to the overall L-R delay difference with a long solution interval. Our delay statistic is similar to this, but has been chosen because it gives a rather better separation between the good and non-calibrator sources. We can also look at the correlated flux density of sources as a function of baseline length. Unsurprisingly, the furthest stations (Onsala, Nançay) give delay and phase solutions with higher scatter, since they represent the baselines on which the source begins to be resolved out; this effect is discussed further below.

In Fig. 3 we show a montage of plots representing a well-detected source (which has compact structure on all baselines) and one which is only well detected to some stations. The well-detected source is characterised by low delay and phase scatter, a clear peak in the Fourier transform of the phase data, and clear structure in the phase solutions.

3.3. Fringe rate and delay mapping

In addition to information on a single point source within each beam of each observation, we also obtain additional information on the field of each source in the form of a map of the sky constructed from fringe rates and delays in the data. This map contains other nearby sources, thus allowing us to check that compact sources are not being missed by our selection criteria; in the cases where we have performed visual inspection of the maps, the sources which appear do indeed appear in other observations. For this reason, and also because the maps are available as a database product, we briefly describe the process by which they are produced.

The interferometer phase equation (IPE) relates the phase corresponding to the geometrical path delay between
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Fig. 3. Graphics from two typical detected sources, from the 2014 December 18 observations. On the left is the source J142923+314443, which is clearly detected on all stations. The columns in the diagram represent the individual telescopes (see Table 1 for a list). The first row shows the phases in the data on the baseline between each station and the large tied station, plotted on a diagram whose abscissa represents increasing time and whose ordinate represents increasing frequency. The effect of ionospheric phase variation can be seen in the form of a phase change with time, particularly in DE601 and DE605 where one complete rotation is achieved in 4 minutes. The delay appears as a variation of phase with frequency, which here is quite moderate. The second row shows the Fourier transform of the images in the first row, clearly indicating the presence of a single compact source. DE602 was noisy during these observations, but nevertheless demonstrates that strong sources can be recovered. On the third and fourth rows, the delay and phase solutions are shown; the ticks on the y axis represent (−50 ns, −20 ns, 0, +20 ns and +50 ns) from the median delay (which is indicated, in nanoseconds, by the number on each plot). The phase solutions in the fourth row are plotted in the range −180° to +180°. The final two rows show the corrected data after the fringe fit and its Fourier transform; the residuals include a number of small phase jumps. On the right, the source J141028+460816 is shown. Here the source is clearly seen on the short baselines from the tied station in the Netherlands to DE601 and DE605, but the source is not suitable as a calibrator for the longer baselines.

any two telescopes, \( \phi \), to the hour angle \( H \) and declination \( D \) of the source, and the hour angle \( h \) and declination \( d \) of the baseline (e.g. Rowson 1963):

\[
\phi = \frac{2\pi L}{\lambda} \left( \sin d \sin D + \cos d \cos D \cos(H - h) \right),
\]

(2)

where \( L \) is the baseline length and \( \lambda \) the observing wavelength.

We can write the time and frequency derivatives of \( \phi \) as functions of sky coordinates, expressed as offsets \( \Delta H \) and \( \Delta D \), as

\[
\left( \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial t} \quad \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial f} \right) = \left( \frac{1}{\cos D} \frac{\partial^2 \phi}{\partial t^2} \frac{\partial^2 \phi}{\partial t \partial f} \frac{\partial^2 \phi}{\partial f^2} \right) \left( \begin{array}{c} \Delta H \\ \Delta D \end{array} \right),
\]

(3)

where the \( \cos D \) terms account for the curved sky geometry. The Fourier transform of the visibility data \( V(t, f) \) over a small interval in time and frequency therefore gives a two-dimensional image whose axes are related to \( \partial \phi/\partial t \) and \( \partial \phi/\partial f \), which can be transformed into a map of the sky using the coefficients of the matrix in Equation 3. These coefficients are straightforward to calculate using the IPE, where the baseline hour angles and declinations are calculated from the \( u, v \) and \( w \) coordinates of the data. In practice, we have short observations and have therefore used the mean \( u, v \), \( w \) coordinates from each short stretch of data to produce maps of the sky for each baseline to ST001, where the longer baselines give generally lower signal-to-noise images with a smaller field of view, and the baselines to the closer German stations give fields of view of a few degrees. These separate images have been signal-to-noise weighted and combined to produce a composite image.

Unlike a conventional interferometer map, the resolution of a fringe-rate – delay image is controlled in one direction by the overall bandwidth of the observations, and in the other by the length of the time over which the Fourier transform is taken. In practice, this means that the resolution in this direction is limited by the coherence time of the atmosphere. For the LBCS observations, the 3-MHz bandwidth and the 3-minute integration time limit the resolution on a 200-km baseline to 100\('\) in the delay direction and 160\('\) sec\(d \) in the fringe rate direction, where \( d \) is the declination of the baseline (e.g. Peckham 1973). On the other hand, the field of view of the observations is controlled by the time and frequency resolution after averaging (which has been set at 2s and 4 channels/subband in order to maintain manageable data volumes in the raw observations where the core stations are present), and by the primary beam of the largest telescope. The bandwidth and time smearing function is complex, but implies an amplitude reduction of 30% at 1 degree and frequency smearing of 40% at 0.5 degrees for a 1000 km baseline.
We generally find that observations are highly reproducible. Objects reported as well-detected (“P”) on a given baseline and on one of the observing epochs are recovered as well-detected sources in 80% of the cases, and as marginally detected sources in a further 11%. Similarly, objects found to be not detected (“X”) in one epoch are undetected in 85% of other observations, and marginally detected in a further 8%. Even in inconsistent cases, we typically find that only one or two telescopes return different results for a particular object, the other telescopes being consistent. We therefore conclude that the LBCS calibrators should be reliable, at least unless ionospheric conditions are very bad (in which case it is likely to be difficult in any case to transfer phase solutions from calibrators to the astronomical target).

3.5. Correlation of source detection with low-frequency radio properties

Moldón et al. (2015) found a clear tendency for sources detected on long baselines to be preferentially those sources that are bright at low frequencies, and those that have a relatively flat low-frequency spectral index. Neither conclusion is particularly surprising: sources with greater total flux density are likely to contain more correlated flux density, and sources with flatter radio spectral index are likely to contain more contributions to their flux density from physically small, and hence synchrotron self-absorbed, components. The LBCS selection is therefore biased towards bright sources with flat low-frequency spectra. Moldón et al. also found, however, that gigahertz-frequency spectral index was a relatively poor predictor of detectability on the long LOFAR baselines.

In Fig. 5 we show the proportion of sources that are detected, as a function of flux density and low-frequency spectral index, for a typical short international baseline (the 266-km baseline between Effelsberg [DE601] and the Dutch core [ST001]) and a typical long baseline (the 602-km baseline between Chilbolton [UK608] and the Dutch core [ST001]). The previously noticed relationship between compact flux density and these two quantities is confirmed, with very low (10–20%) detection rates for sources of 100 mJy and steep spectral indices, and about 50% detections for very low (10–20%) detection rates for sources of 1 Jy. We also clearly see the effect of baseline length. For example, a randomly selected 1-Jy source with a spectral index of −0.5 has a roughly 50% chance of being a good calibrator on a 200-km baseline, but only 30% at 600 km. It is likely that calibrators for 800–1000 km baselines, such as those provided by the baselines to the new Polish stations, will need to be chosen carefully.

3.6. Sky coverage and calibrator source density

Fig. 6 shows the current coverage of the LBCS survey. Currently, most of the sky above declination 40°N has been covered, although there are regions where the data quality, as determined by the number of sources detected per observation, is not high. There are two significant holes in the coverage, where the source catalogue is sparse and most of the observed sources are not detected: one around RA=20h, Dec=−40° and one around RA=23h30m, dec=60°. These correspond to Cygnus A and Cassiopeia A, respectively, and in

Fig. 4. Fringe-rate and delay map of a source; this is an unusually crowded field, and many other maps show only the targeted source. Each superposed parallelogram is the FRD map generated from an individual baseline to ST001, with the larger fields of view corresponding to the shorter baselines. The target source is clearly visible in the field, showing that it has compact structure, and in addition other sources are seen in the field which are also seen in the WENSS survey. All WENSS sources with flux density >400 mJy are shown by crosses.

These images (Fig. 4) are subject to a number of distortions. In particular, delay offsets, and atmospheric phase gradients with time, will cause offsets of point sources in the frequency and time direction, respectively, and any differential delay across the frequency band (such as that produced by dispersive ionospheric delays) or non-linear phase variations will smear out the images. Moreover, the relatively small field of view of the ST001 station will reduce the amplitude of sources away from the field centre considerably. Nevertheless, these maps are very useful diagnostics, and give a good indication of the presence of sub-arcsecond, compact structure over the field. They can also be produced, as here, quickly and with very small quantities of data. In many cases, we also see other sources in the field, and can check their reality using other catalogues such as WENSS.

3.4. Reproducibility

As part of the observations, 6 hours were spent in repeating previous observations of some fields, in order to test the degree to which results were reproducible. Failure to reproduce results may be due to effects of the telescope system and data reduction, or, more likely, to variations in the atmospheric stability that would affect the ability of fringe fitting to detect the source. Nearly 1300 sources were re-observed, and separate observations are reported as separate rows in the database; each re-observation gives nine data points, one for each international station.
Fig. 5. Greyscale plot of the high signal-to-noise (category “P”) detection fraction as a function of WENSS 325-MHz flux density and low-frequency spectral index. The latter quantity is calculated from WENSS together with the VLSS 74-MHz flux density and, where available the 6C 151-MHz flux density (Hales et al. 1993, and references therein). The upper plot represents the detections on a 266-km baseline, and the lower plot shows the detections on a 602-km baseline. Both these lengths are maximum projected baseline length, and in practice the projected baseline length will be less than this. Pixels with errors smaller than 0.1 are plotted. The line in each case represents $g = 0$; in practice, the survey should be complete to $g = 0.096$. A few objects with $g < 0$ were observed, mostly because their MSSS flux densities indicated they might have a flat low-frequency spectrum.

4. Phase and delay coherence on long LOFAR baselines

4.1. Atmospheric coherence time on international baselines

The LBCS project gives us a large, homogeneous international-baseline dataset, covering a large fraction of the sky, at numerous epochs. It is therefore a useful dataset for investigating atmospheric effects on the data in a systematic way. In particular, the atmospheric coherence time, the typical delays and the isoplanatic patch are important. The first dictates the timescale over which phase calibration must be obtained, the second controls the ability to extrapolate phase calibration over the frequency band, and the third dictates the ability to extrapolate phase calibration from one source to another.

The coherence time can be calculated from the phase solution on each source that is sufficiently strong for the solution to be coherent – in practice, this has been calculated on baselines to the tied station for which a “P” phase/delay solution is derived. Phase solutions with 6-second solution interval provided by FRING are used for this purpose. In each case, the phase solution is unwrapped to account for $2\pi$ ambiguities, and a second-order polynomial is fitted to the results. This is done separately for the two parallel-hand polarization channels, and the best fit of these two to the data is chosen. This gives robustness against the occasional bad solution, and inspection by eye shows that this process yields results that reflect the phase variation well. The phase variation with time is then defined as the average absolute gradient of the polynomial representing the phase solution, and the coherence time is defined as the time needed for the phase change corresponding to this gradient to reach one radian. In principle we can measure arbitrarily long coherence times in this way, although we are not sensitive to any coherence time below $\sim 15$ seconds, due to the 6-second solution interval.

The resulting distributions of coherence time for each international baseline are shown in Fig. 4.1 There is a noticeable anticorrelation between coherence time and baseline length. The longest median coherence time, at just over 3 minutes, is seen on the DE609 baseline (Norderstedt),
which at 227 km is close to being the shortest. We see median coherence times of between 80 and 110 seconds on the four longest baselines (580–600 km), and about 2 minutes for the other baselines. The coherence time of ~80 s on the longest baseline (SE607 = Onsala) is likely to be typical of that seen on baselines to the new Polish stations.

At first sight this dependence of coherence time on baseline length is unexpected, because the LBCS observations should be in an ionospheric regime where a narrow field is observed by stations at separations of a few hundred kilometres, which see essentially uncorrelated regions of ionosphere (regime 2 of Lonsdale, 2005); investigations with the VLA suggest ionospheric patch sizes of a few tens of kilometres (Cohen & Röttgering 2009). We have verified that the dependence on baseline length is not a signal-to-noise artifact by considering high signal-to-noise sources, which have “P” solutions on all baselines, and further restricting the sample to sources for which our polynomial fits reproduce the phase solutions with low scatter. In both cases the correlation persists over the ensemble of sources, even though for a given source the fastest phase variations may sometimes occur on shorter baselines. This complex picture reflects the complicated nature of the ionosphere, which features short time- and spatial-scale disturbances together with larger travelling ionospheric disturbances (e.g. Intema et al. 2009; Fedorenko et al. 2013). We defer a full discussion of the ionospheric constraints provided by LBCS to a future work, after completion of the full survey.

### 4.2. Delay and delay stability

Delays are seen on all baselines throughout the LBCS project. These are different for different baselines, and for different epochs, but generally range from 0–200 ns, with no discernible dependence on baseline length. Such delays are easily sufficient to decorrelate when averaging over bandwidths of a few MHz. In general, delay solutions are much noisier than phase solutions within the LBCS database, although delay solutions should vary on longer timescales than phase solutions. We find no evidence for significant (>1–2 ns) delay variations in 3 minutes by visual observations of a few sources where we have a sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio to see delay variations confidently. In principle, LBCS “P” sources can be used for delay calibration, although in practice we suggest that two tests should be undertaken on such sources: first, the L-R difference in inferred delay on the delay calibration with the 3-minute solution should be close to zero, and secondly, the scatter on the 0.1-minute delay calibrations should be compatible with obtaining delay calibrations to a few nanoseconds on
Fig. 7. Histograms of coherence time, in seconds, for each of the baselines from the international stations to the tied station at Exloo. Coherence times of 1–3 minutes are typical. Note that the short baselines (DE601, DE605, DE609) have noticeably longer average coherence times. The baseline lengths, from shortest to longest, are: DE605 (226 km), DE609 (227 km), DE601 (266 km), DE603 (396 km), DE604 (419 km), DE602 (581 km), SE607 (594 km), UK608 (602 km), FR606 (700 km).

the 5–10 minute timescales over which the delay is unlikely to vary.

4.3. Phase transfer across space

As well as a uniquely large and homogeneous dataset, LBCS also provides numerous examples of sources that are very close to each other and are strong enough to have phase solutions derived for each source individually. The main disadvantage of LBCS, however, is the short integration time on each source. Normally, one uses a substantial fraction of the total bandwidth to calibrate LOFAR long-baseline observations, over the whole observing time; this allows one to image the phase calibrator source and to derive its structure by self-calibration. This cannot be done with only 3 minutes and 3 MHz of bandwidth. Moreover, the amplitudes of the LBCS data are not well calibrated, beyond a very basic a-priori calibration.

Useful information about phase transfer can, however, be derived. For each pair of LBCS sources with a separation of less than $2^\circ$, phase solutions have been derived on short (12-second) timescales. These solutions are represented as $P_1(t)$ and $P_2(t)$ respectively; similar solutions $D_1(t)$ and $D_2(t)$ are derived for delays on each antenna. We have then simulated an artificial point source at the phase centre, with amplitude of 1 Jy, and applied to it the phase and delay corrections $P_1(t) - P_2(t)$ and $D_1(t) - D_2(t)$ respectively. This represents the corruption incurred by using source 1 to calibrate source 2, and contains two major terms: the atmospheric phase and delay difference between the two points, and the unknown structures of the two sources that affect the phase and delay differences.

The effect of these corruptions is to reduce the amplitude at the centre of the resulting image, after they have been applied. This measurement gives a pessimistic view of the actual error in phase transfer in an actual observation, because in practice the source structure of the calibrator can be derived, as mentioned above, by self-calibration. Nevertheless, we can use the amplitude-reduction as a quality indicator, and in particular it can be correlated with the separation of the sources, and with the degree of resolution of the calibrator on longer baselines. One would expect to see at least some correlation with transfer distance, assuming that the isoplanatic patch due to the ionosphere is of the order of a degree. If no correlation is seen, it is likely that the major effect is the unknown source structure.

The results of the exercise are shown in Fig. 8. The amplitude, after reduction from 1 Jy, is normally in the range 0.1–0.4 Jy, except at low separations where better results are achieved due to a tail of sources with unusually coherent phase transfer. The median reduction values change only slightly, from 0.32 at separations less than 0.5$^\circ$ to 0.28 at separations greater than 1.5$^\circ$.

The other effect on amplitude reduction is the source structure, and specifically the degree to which the source is resolved on the longer baselines. For each pair of sources we calculate the fraction of baselines to ST001 for which a “P” phase solution is obtained, and plot the amplitude reduction against this quantity also in Fig. 8. It is evident that pairs of sources with a higher degree of resolution give generally worse phase transfer. For pairs where the fraction of “P” baselines is $\leq 0.8$, the median amplitude, after reduction, is 0.25, and this rises to 0.3 where the fraction is $\geq 0.9$; again, there is a tail of very good solution transfers where the source is well detected on all baselines.
We can also investigate the effect of source structure, again indirectly, by looking at the subset of LBCS sources that are also detected in the Jodrell Bank-VLA Astronomical Survey (JVAS, Patnaik et al. 1992). JVAS sources are compact, flat-spectrum sources at GHz frequencies, and we would expect the assumption of a pointlike structure, which we have made in the fringe fitting, to be good in these cases. Fig. \[\text{4}\] shows that flux recovery is better for pairs of LBCS sources that are also JVAS sources compared to the overall distribution, and a K-S test shows that the distributions are different at better than 1% significance, despite a relatively small (~0.07) difference in the medians of the samples. Inspection of the data for cases where the recovery is less good reveals differences in phase solutions in some cases, particularly for larger separations. In some cases where the separation is less, we see that the sources interfere with each other, so that the phase solution is degraded by beating in the visibility structure from the combined effect of the close sources.

In summary, it appears that under most circumstances, some level of phase transfer is possible on distances up to 2\(^\circ\), but separations of less than 1\(^\circ\) allow, but do not guarantee, good phase transfer. We have shown that lack of knowledge of source structure is an impediment to the fringe fitting, and that longer observations of phase calibrators should allow better phase transfer than we have been able to achieve between pairs of LBCS sources. In some cases phase transfer fails not because of ignoring structure within a source, but because of ignoring the effects of nearby strong sources. Finally, it is likely that those pairs of LBCS sources that allow good phase transfer are those which lie within an isoplanatic patch as well as happening to approximate well to point sources. This implies that, on average, the isoplanatic patch for baselines of a few hundred kilometres is of the order of 1\(^\circ\).

5. Conclusion

5.1. Initial results from the LBCS survey

The LBCS calibrator survey is an ongoing project to assess all bright sources, in the northern sky and with a relatively flat low-frequency radio spectrum, as possible long-baseline calibrators for LOFAR. About 15000 sources have been observed, and a further 15000 are planned for observing, to form the overall publicly available database. We have outlined procedures for making wide-field, fringe-rate and delay maps from the data. The database will contain plots of phase and delay solutions, summaries of coherence as a function of baseline, and eventually fringe-rate and delay maps.

The overall results of the survey are as follows:

- 49% of sources examined are clearly detected, as indicated by the measures of scatter in phase solutions, on at least one baseline between international stations and the phased LOFAR core. Only 16% of sources are clearly detected on all baselines.
- In agreement with Moldón et al. (2015), we find a clear tendency for stronger sources, and sources with flat low-frequency spectral indices, to have a higher detection rate.
- There is a strong inverse dependence of detection rate on baseline length, which accounts for nearly all of the difference between sources detected on one baseline and on all baselines. On the 200-km baselines, we find a density of more than 1 good calibrator per square degree nearly everywhere away from the Galactic plane, Cas A and Cyg A. On the longest baselines, this density drops by a factor of 2, and only sporadically reaches 1 per square degree.
- The typical coherence time, as derived from our phase solutions, is between 1 and 3 minutes on the 200-km baselines, and about one minute on the longest international baselines. This result has been derived from a large number of observations, taken on different occasions and in widely different parts of the sky.
- The ability to transfer phase solutions from one source to another depends on the distance between them, the amount of correlated flux density on each baseline, and the existence of a good model for the source. To the extent that snapshot observations allow us to disentangle these effects, it appears that the effective isoplanatic patch is usually about 1\(^\circ\), with very good phase transfer typically being obtained only below this separation. It is likely that knowledge of the source model would allow good calibration below this separation, although we are unable to say for certain as the short observation time does not allow us to perform imaging or build source models.

5.2. Calibration strategies for long-baseline LOFAR observations

We conclude with some remarks about general calibration strategies for LOFAR international baselines.

A number of publications have already demonstrated the feasibility of imaging with the international baselines of LOFAR (e.g. Wucknitz 2010, Varenius et al. 2015, Moldon et al. in preparation). International-baseline calibration is challenging for three main reasons: 1) the station-based propagation effects are rapidly variable with both time and direction; 2) the residual delays to be calibrated are both large (inhibiting the ability to average visibilities) and dispersive (making them more challenging to fit); and 3) there are few sources with sufficient correlated flux density at high spatial frequencies to act as calibrators, and very few have been identified. The LBCS project was devised to address the last problem, although it does not provide models for calibrators, as such a program would be prohibitively expensive in observing time. We note that eventually some equivalent result may emerge from large-scale sky surveys being conducted with LOFAR via the Surveys Key Science Project. In the meantime we may sometimes be able to use existing data for an initial model, preferably data that covers similar spatial frequencies at a similar observing frequency. For example, MERLIN array data at 408 MHz is a highly suitable starting model for the sources where such data exist (Stacey et al. 2016, in preparation).

We now describe a typical observing setup for a LOFAR international-baseline observation using LBCS calibrator sources. Standard calibration steps should be taken to ensure the short baselines can be calibrated: at least one scan should be made on a bright “Dutch array” flux density calibrator such as 3C48, 3C147, 3C196, 3C295, or 3C380, and optionally a nearby gain calibrator can be observed periodically or continuously (alternatively, the target field can be imaged and used to derive gain corrections, but this re-
quires additional processing). These steps ensure that the tied station ST001 can be formed, and that the flux scale can be calibrated.

The target itself may be bright ($\gtrsim 100$ mJy in a compact component), moderate (10 – 100 mJy in a compact component), or faint ($\lesssim 10$ mJy in a compact component). In the first instance, the target is probably itself a LBCS calibrator, and no external calibrator need be observed; all necessary bandwidth can be placed on the target, with any spare bandwidth optionally placed on nearby LBCS calibrator(s) as a check. Otherwise, the nearest available good-quality LBCS calibrator should be selected, and available bandwidth is divided into two, with the target and calibrator observed in the same frequency range in the same time interval.

The first potential problem is the structure of the international-baseline calibrator. In the most ideal case, it is known to be a point source, or a good model for it is available; in this case, the calibrator can be fringe-fitted to determine the delays, then imaged and self-calibrated to optimize the model, and the amplitude, delay, and phase solutions can then be transferred to the target source.

In most cases, however, the calibrator structure is not known in advance. Tests with data obtained under the LOFAR Surveys Key Science Project suggest that it can be difficult to make good models for complicated sources in international-baseline observations, even 200-km ones, if the starting model is a point. In other cases, a point-source starting model has proved more successful (Varenius et al. 2016, in preparation). If the correct model is used, a hybrid mapping loop (self-calibration/imaging) converges quickly; otherwise the process does not converge and a map with high residuals is obtained. However, even an approximately correct model (e.g. a double source with the correct separation and amplitude ratio) is enough to begin the process of convergence. This can be done in one of two ways: using data at lower resolution (e.g., the FIRST survey which has a resolution of 5′ at 20 cm; Becker et al., 1995), or by fitting the closure phases by brute force using a grid-search through possible models. Software to do this does not currently exist, but is being developed.

Once delay and phase transfer from the calibrator has been accomplished, the phases on the target field will typically need to be further refined (unless the target itself was the calibrator, or the calibrator was particularly close to the target on the sky, within $\sim 10$ arcminutes). For a moderately bright target source, an imaging/self-calibration loop on the target will suffice, although it may be subject to the same starting model difficulties as the calibrator in the event that the calibrator-target separation is large ($\gtrsim 1^\circ$). For a faint target, it is instead necessary to locate a nearby background source (closer on the sky than the delay calibrator) to refine the transferred phases. A fainter source can be used because self-calibration is more robust than fringe fitting, and because the coherence time has been increased allowing for longer solution intervals. A minimum flux density of $\sim 10$ mJy in a compact component is required, and the density of such sources is currently unknown. However, all feasible candidates identified from lower-resolution imaging (or archival data) could be tested by repeatedly uv-shifting and averaging the target data set to candidate sources within $\sim 0.5^\circ$ and imaging. If this approach is taken, the visibility data cannot be heavily averaged prior to calibration, since this would limit the field of view to be too small.

As described above, for moderate to faint targets ($<100$ mJy on sub-arcsecond scales), we recommend by default allocating half the bandwidth to a separate station beam on the LBCS calibrator for international-baseline observations. However, this may not be necessary in all cases. The station beam at HBA frequencies has a diameter on the order of 2° (frequency dependent); accordingly, if a LBCS calibrator is separated by less than 2° from the target then the observations can be targeted in between the calibrator and target sources, and the visibility data can then be phase-shifted to the target and calibrator and averaged to create two datasets, each with the full bandwidth. However, this increases the complications posed by the imperfectly modelled, frequency-dependent station beam to both the calibrator and the target source, and adds considerable processing time. Accordingly, we recommend only using a single beam to cover both calibrator and target when the separation is quite small, $\lesssim 0.5^\circ$, and complete frequency coverage is highly valued.

Finally, we remark on future calibration directions for LOFAR international-baseline observations. To date, calibration of international-baseline data sub-divides the total observing bandwidth in order to approximate the changing dispersive delay with frequency as constant over a small bandwidth interval. This is sub-optimal in terms of sensitivity, since not all of the bandwidth is utilised simultaneously. Planned developments include a simultaneous fit for dispersive and non-dispersive delay over the whole observing bandwidth, but these require careful tuning to ensure that the global best solution is reached. When available, this will improve calibration fidelity and (it is hoped) somewhat reduce the minimum flux density required for a delay calibrator.
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Appendix A: The LBCS calibrator database

We now describe the LBCS database, which is publicly available and is maintained at ASTRON at the webpage [http://vo.astron.nl/](http://vo.astron.nl/). The top-level database product is the calibrator list, the first page of which is shown in Table A1. This includes a list of the pointing position, mostly taken from the WENSS survey and that have an accuracy of 1”–2” for the strong sources considered here. It also includes the date and time of observation; some sources have been observed more than once, as previously discussed, to check reproducibility and data quality. The list also includes the classification described above (P, S, X, D or “−”, where the latter symbol signifies that the station was not working) for each international station, ordered by station number from 601 to 609 (see Table 1). Finally, the table includes a number that is intended to give an idea of the quality of the observations. Because we do not have an independent measure of the observation quality, we use the percentage of sources detected in each pointing as an indicator, given that on average we expect to detect 30–40% of sources on at least some baselines. Failure to detect more than 20% of sources is unlikely, given our detection distribution, and fewer than 10% almost certainly indicates that the observation failed for some reason.
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Table A1. First few sources of the current LBCS catalogue. Columns are the LBCS observation number (equivalent to that maintained in the LOFAR Long-Term Archive); the right ascension of pointing position of the observation of the source; the declination of the pointing position; the observing date and time; the description of the source fringe detections to each of the LOFAR international stations (see text); and a quality flag for the observation in terms of the proportion of sources in a single observation that are detected. In general, below 20% indicates a possibly bad observation and below 10% indicates an observation that is likely to be bad.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observation Number</th>
<th>Right Ascension</th>
<th>Declination</th>
<th>Date and Time</th>
<th>Source Fringe Detections</th>
<th>Quality Flag</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L326144</td>
<td>00:00:00.990</td>
<td>68:10:03.000</td>
<td>2015-03-19</td>
<td>11:39:55 XXX-XXXXX</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L269677</td>
<td>00:00:41.620</td>
<td>39:18:03.499</td>
<td>2015-03-05</td>
<td>12:38:02 XXXXXXXX</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L325856</td>
<td>00:00:41.620</td>
<td>39:18:03.499</td>
<td>2015-03-19</td>
<td>11:09:45 XXXXX-XXXX</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L269693</td>
<td>00:00:42.390</td>
<td>35:57:41.602</td>
<td>2015-03-05</td>
<td>12:38:02 PPPPPXXPP</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L325860</td>
<td>00:00:42.390</td>
<td>35:57:41.602</td>
<td>2015-03-19</td>
<td>11:09:45 XPX-PPPPPP</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L410226</td>
<td>00:00:46.920</td>
<td>11:14:29.000</td>
<td>2015-11-09</td>
<td>19:30:36 XXXXXXXX</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L397819</td>
<td>00:00:49.470</td>
<td>32:55:47.701</td>
<td>2015-07-30</td>
<td>02:51:00 XSPSXPSSX</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L269683</td>
<td>00:00:51.240</td>
<td>51:57:20.200</td>
<td>2015-03-05</td>
<td>12:44:02 PPPPPXXPP</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L323730</td>
<td>00:00:51.240</td>
<td>51:57:20.200</td>
<td>2015-03-19</td>
<td>12:02:04 PPPPPXXPP</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L269321</td>
<td>00:00:53.120</td>
<td>40:54:1.501</td>
<td>2015-03-05</td>
<td>12:26:02 PPPPPPPPPPP</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L325788</td>
<td>00:00:53.120</td>
<td>40:54:1.501</td>
<td>2015-03-19</td>
<td>11:03:43 PPPPPPPPPPP</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L410198</td>
<td>00:00:53.120</td>
<td>40:54:1.501</td>
<td>2015-11-09</td>
<td>19:36:08 PPPPPPPPPPPPP</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L269649</td>
<td>00:00:54.520</td>
<td>38:02:44.999</td>
<td>2015-03-05</td>
<td>12:38:02 XXXXXXXX</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L325870</td>
<td>00:00:54.520</td>
<td>38:02:44.999</td>
<td>2015-03-19</td>
<td>11:09:45 XPX-PPPPPPPPPP</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L410206</td>
<td>00:00:51.240</td>
<td>40:54:1.501</td>
<td>2015-03-05</td>
<td>12:26:02 PPPPPPPPPPPPP</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L410220</td>
<td>00:00:52.320</td>
<td>10:35:49.600</td>
<td>2015-11-09</td>
<td>19:30:36 XXXXXXXX</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>